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Our Story

HairWelle is a leading manufacturer and wholesaler/
distributor of Human hair extensions in Asia. The 
company exports a wide range of Human hair products 
which are used and recommended by top stylists. We 
provide high quality hair to top braiding hair brands 
across the world.

   Our extensive industry experience helps us to provide 
high-quality hair at a reasonable cost. With 750+ clients 
worldwide, HairWelle continues to pursue innovation, 
quality, and customer happiness.



The production of professional hair extensions is an extremely complex process. The sourcing of 
the raw materials and all the production phases must meet precise quality standards. Failure to 

observe these rules may result in various flaws, which depend mainly on the poor quality of the hair 
and a manufacturing process which does not respect the hair structure. Only a careful selection 

and scrupulous manufacturing process will result in extensions which maintain their softness, shine, 
silkiness and body over time.

What we offer  

We use only selected, high-quality hair, which has never been chemically treated – 
virgin hair with intact cuticles for our hair extensions, which preserves all the 

characteristics of perfect healthy natural hair. The hair we use comes from 
India(specially from south part of India where the hair is long, thick and black), and 
undergoes a careful sorting process, before being processed and transformed into 

splendid hair extensions.
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Our Products 

Lace clip-in

Clip-in closures

Clip-Ins:

Straight Wavy Curly
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Shop by Texture Shop by Color

Ready to wear

Wigs:
Front Lace Wigs
Natural U-Part Wigs
Full Lace Wigs

HairWelle
Professional

Weft: Tape-ins 

Double Drawn Weft

Single Drawn Weft 

Machine Wefts

Hair density and volume can be customised for each of our products based on the needs of the customer.


Custom colors are available based on volume of the order.

Black Brown Golden brown

White Ash blondPlum

Shop by Grade (Quality)
3A - 4A - 5A - 6A - 7A - 8A - 9A - 10A

HighestLowest



Weft - Straight Hair 

Product Description

Natural Colors


Our straight hair is always naturally gorgeous with a slight body.


Chemical-free and sourced from a single donor


Have a smooth and shiny appearance


It can be parted in any direction.

Features

Our straight hair has a slight body wave and is naturally 

straight. The best part is that they are made from genuine Remy 

human hair, which provides long-lasting resilience and flexibility 

with wear and styling. Our straight hair extensions are available 

in a variety of styles and colors.
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Length: 8” to 32” (inch)

Double Drawn Weft

Single Drawn Weft 

Machine Wefts

Weft:

Sample available on request


Contact sales team for quotation on bulk orders.

White/GreyBrownBlack



Weft-Wavy Hair 
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Product Description

After being flat ironed straight or curled with a curling iron, our waved hair 

extensions will still have a waved texture. Maximum flexibility is possible 

when using the purest Remy human hair. Simply put, our wavy hair 

extensions are the ideal combination of straight and curly, and they look 

stunning on everyone.


Features

White/GreyBrownBlack

Natural Colors


Naturally wavy texture, can be straightened and curled.


Chemical-free and sourced from a single donor


No dyes, bleaches, or harsh washes


It can be parted in any direction.


Sample available on request


Contact sales team for quotation on bulk orders.

Length: 8” to 32” (inch)

Double Drawn Weft

Single Drawn Weft 

Machine Wefts

Weft:
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Weft - Curly Hair 

Product Description

Natural Colors


The power is in the curl. Experience a real curly texture that lasts.


Chemical-free and sourced from a single donor


No dyes, bleaches, or harsh washes


All of our curly hair is ethically sourced directly from Indian 

temples.


Features

We have the most extensive and varied selection of curly hair 

extensions. Our luxurious, vibrant curly Remy human hair is full 

of life. These curls are simple to improve or flatten; how 

imaginative are you? If you want naturally curly hairstyles which 

are genuinely flexible, look no further.

Length: 8” to 32” (inch)

Double Drawn Weft

Single Drawn Weft 

Machine Wefts

Weft:

Sample available on request


Contact sales team for quotation on bulk orders.
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Clip-Ins:

Perhaps there is a very good explanation why clip-in hair extensions have been used since 

Ancient Egypt: complete hairdo makeover with no trouble and no commitment! They are the 

ultimate accessory since they let you switch up your appearance for a special occasion or a night 

out without having to commit to a specific haircut. The best part is that using Remy human hair 

will prevent you from damaging your natural hair with chemicals or heat.

Types:

Lace clip-in

Clip-in closures

Hair clips can definitely be more gentle on your hair than its other hair 

accessory counterparts. They help prevent the heavy tugging and breakage that 

comes with putting hair up in a ponytail or pulled back with a headband.

White/GreyBrownBlack

Natural Colors




Our lace closures are an excellent choice for a natural-looking style that helps protect your natural hair. The hair is 

100% virgin Remy south Indian hair. The lace-based closure has no part, allowing for maximum versatility in styling. 

Great for coloring!
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Our clip-in human hair closures provide simple crown confidence. Most closure 

pieces are sewn in, but our clip-in closures provide true convenience and 

natural flexibility. Best of all, our premium silk base is made from virgin hair and 

will make you feel like the supreme queen that you are. Shop our clip-in 

closures collection today!


Clip-in closures

Sample available on request


Contact sales team for quotation on bulk orders.
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Tape-in hair extensions are made of high-quality Remy human hair, giving them a completely 

natural appearance and feel. They're also non-damaging and lightweight, so they're kind to your 

hair. Furthermore, they can be reused with our hair replacement tape. Our Tape-in extensions are 

an excellent choice for both temporary and permanent solutions. Professional installation is 

required.

White/GreyBrownBlack

Natural Colors


Sample available on request


Contact sales team for quotation on bulk orders.

Tape-ins



Wigs


To complete your new look, try one of our human hair wigs. You may quickly and simply 

change the way you look thanks to our changeable design. The full lace or lace front base 

of our wigs offers a natural and comfortable fit, and the Remy human hair used in their 

construction ensures that they will last. Feel beautiful today with one of our natural 

human hair wigs.

Front Lace Wigs

Natural U-Part Wigs

Full Lace Wigs

Types of wigs:

How to measure your head size?
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Front lace Wigs

Beautifully made lace front wigs with adjustable clips and a partially hand-knotted 

base will make your hair makeovers outstanding. Our virgin and Remy human hair 

wigs can help you achieve a faultless appearance. Change the way you look in no 

time.

S - Straight


W - Wavy


C - Curly
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Natural U-Part Wigs

U-part wigs are the most recent celebrity hairstyle! They instantly add length and volume to 

your look. The base has a unique U-shaped design that allows your natural hair to seamlessly 

blend in over the wig. Our U-part wigs offer great versatility by allowing you to part and style 

your natural hair however you want. Nobody will ever suspect you're wearing a wig!


Full Lace Wigs

With our ultra-realistic full lace human hair wigs, you may instantly change the way you look. We 

painstakingly hand-craft these units from virgin Indian hair as a labour of love, complete with a fully hand-

knotted base and adjustable clips. If you take care of them, they'll be a blast to wear, entertaining to style, 

and durable for years

White/GreyBrownBlack

Natural Colors




Designer collection
HairWelle
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We make sure that the client is satisfied with the product that we are providing, in case if the client request for the samples,


we will courier the samples to the clients. Our distribution is all over the world, we can ship to every corner in the world.

Customized solutions for  
your unique needs

We can provide a customized solutions to our clients from color (any color on the client request), wig size, tape size and 


any kind of length and size variations. We have the best way to keep things simple and maintain the best quality, and we


straightly don’t compromise with the quality. 

Customizable across all facets
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Color

Length

Texture 

Density

Quality(grade)

Volume

Professional Customization

OEM - Customize your Brand

OBM - Be a distributor

ODM - Design your Brand



We are excited to introduce you to our line of high-quality raw hair. Our hair 
is sourced from donors around the world and carefully inspected for its 
texture, length, and color. We offer a variety of hair types to meet the needs 
of your customers, including Brazilian, Peruvian, and Indian.



We understand that you want to provide your customers with the best hair 
products on the market, and we believe that our hair can help you achieve 
that. Our hair is soft, lustrous, and durable, and it can be easily styled and 
maintained.



We offer competitive pricing and flexible ordering options to make it easy 
for you to get the hair you need. Plus, our team is available to answer any 
questions you may have.



We believe that our raw hair can help your business grow and succeed, and 
we look forward to the opportunity to work with you.

Raw Hair

Our raw hair is widely used around the world, the qualit our 
hair is so easy and fast to assess. We share the samples f one 
of our Sales Executive for more information on bulk ord

y and the thickness of hair is not questionable. The shipping of 
or our clients before shipping the bulk orders. You can conselt 
ers.  



Our Customer review

U.S.AChicago,

I have been doing business with HairWelle for a few years and 

I am satisfied with the speedy turnaround time whether it be 

with wigs, Clips/Tapes, or weft hair. The staff is courteous and 

knowledgeable about their products. Thank you for making my 

life simpler.

I've been buying from this wholesaler for about 7 or 8 years, 

and even though I have other vendors in India, I find HairWelle 

to be far more reliable. The hair is always of high quality, and 

the customer service is always prompt.
Kevin Danny Italy

I only needed a small order ($125), yet I received the same treatment as if I had spent a million dollars. The representative was a 

salesman named Pavan, and he was in every way respectful, informed, and professional. I've worked with HairWelle for years, and 

I've never had an issue. Orders are swiftly placed and promptly delivered.

This was my first time ordering from HairWell; it was very easy to connect with them and the package arrived when projected and in 

good condition. I would order from them again!

Joseph Coco

Jeremiah Kembel

Business Owner and CEO

Salon Owner 

Salon Owner 

Johannesburg, S.A

Business Owner 
 U.S.A

Customer satisfaction is the main priority for us, We see our customers as invited guests 
to a party, and we are the host. It’s our job every day to make important aspect of the 
costumers experience a little bit better.
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Jasmine Jones

Milan.

Los Angeles, 



Why HairWelle
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We are a legitimate business


We've been doing the job right since 2005, and we don't cut corners.



We are fully insured and bonded.



We are part of a family-owned company that is consistently ranked as one

 of the top businesses in our industry.



We train our employees and hold them to a high standard of excellence.



We reward our employees well for a job well done.



Most importantly, we are here for you today and will be here tomorrow

Don't you find it annoying when you phone a company and you have to leave a 

message or no answer? Imagine how it will be when you actually need assistance after 

the sale if this is how you are treated by customer service before the transaction! We 

swiftly pick up the phone and reply your calls!

We answer the phone.

If you're not sure what you need, we'll tell you straight up what will work best for 

you. Instead of letting you make an unnecessary purchase, we would prefer to be 

truthful and lose the sale.

      We know our products and understand them very well, that's why we source only the highest quality 
products and offer the best prices. We continually outbid competitors to ensure you get your money's 
worth.

Only what you require will be sold to you.  A good way to evaluate a company is if they have a privacy policy approved by 
the Better Business Bureau. You can be sure that we will not compromise your 
confidence in our ability to protect your confidential information.

We protect your privacy and online security
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Contact us 

Address:

421 C Dumdum Park Kolkata, 


700055, West bengal, India

https://hairwelle.com

E-Mail:
E-Mail:

Website:

business@hairwelle.com
services@hairwelle.com

Phone:

Ankit VermaAneesh Denny Davala Pavan Abel Emmanuel
Supply chain and logistics manager Quality control manager Sales Executive Sales Executive 
Phone :+91 8676837068 Phone :+91 75959 46016 Phone:+91 8977707202 Phone:+91 87545 37407
E-Mail :aneesh.denny@hairwelle.com E-Mail :ankit.verma@hairwelle.com E-Mail id :pavan.d@hairwelle.com E-Mail id :abel.emmanuel@hairwelle.com

+91 8676837068

Call one of our sales representatives, and they will help you 

select the appropriate item and place your order. 



Depending on your region, shipping takes 5–10 business days.


